Where do you want the focus of your page when you log into the application?

The application is designed to bring you back to where you were when you logged out eliminating extra steps if you always go to the same page.

One extra click prior to logging out will eliminate automatic navigation if you do not want the focus on the page you visited on your last login.

1. Select the first link (at arrow pointing to Documents)
2. Select the minus sign to collapse the list
3. Log off www.Alliedpilots.org

The focus will no longer be at the financial documents when you log back in.

- When you can see the path on your screen: Documents > Financials > 2015, this is known as ‘breadcrumbs’
- By clicking on any word or phrase within the arrows, you will be returned to that page
- Prior to logging out select the ‘breadcrumb’ where your preference would be when you log back in